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Abstract 
This essay will use Sally Rooney’s three novels (Conversations with Friends, Normal People, and 

Beautiful World, Where Are You) to elucidate and contextualise a Marxist critique of choice under 

capitalism, and the extent to which choice truly exists. Starting by exploring how economic 

monopolisation leads to the atomisation of choice (that is, the tendency for greater variety and 

autonomy in making small unimportant choices, but only at the detriment of larger more important 

choices), we will then explore the associated social concepts that this atomisation causes. An 

economisation of perception, a restriction of social choice, and alienation are all effects of a capitalist 

system that are strongly represented in Rooney’s works. I argue that, while Rooney’s work does not 

always correspond harmoniously with the aforementioned concepts, her books are incredibly useful 

instruments through which we can understand how choice under capitalism is more illusory than real. 
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Introduction 
After visiting a Safeway supermarket in San Francisco during his 1959 state visit, Khrushchev remarked 

“I am truly filled with admiration over what I saw. It was, I believe, excellently organized. It was a 

wonderful visit.”1 Unsurprisingly, the media jumped on this quote as an implicit admission of 

capitalism’s superiority over communism. A few weeks later, the president of the U.S. Chamber of 

Commerce, Erwin D. Canham, remarked that he felt Khrushchev was awed by the “magnificent 

abundance”2 of U.S. farming. The fact that, even at the height of the Cold War, Americans were 

increasingly wary of the growing power of corporate entities (particularly in food production)3 was 

unimportant. Capitalist freedom of choice was, even according to the First Secretary of the USSR, a 

marvel to wonder at. Choice, and the abundance of it that America could afford for its consumers, was 

heralded as a capitalist virtue, and has remained a common talking point for the apologist ever since.  

Perhaps its endurance is due to its touching on an element of truth: consumer choice is bountiful in 

our capitalist societies. To give just one example, there are more than thirteen million different 

combinations of Tesco’s meal deal.4 It is undeniable that we have an occasionally debilitating amount 

of choice, resulting in the phenomenon known as “choice paralysis.” As long ago as 1995, a study 

described the phenomenon now widely known as choice paralysis by tracking consumer habits in 

purchasing jams.5 Customers at a jam stall with twenty-four varieties on offer were less likely to make 

a purchase than those at a stall with only six, even when the taste of free samples of jam was rated 

equivalently between the two stalls. Such a finding is an almost amusing characteristic of a capitalist 

society and a testament to the great variety of brands, goods, and choices that consumers do 

genuinely have in global capitalism.  

There are, however, three key issues that are inseparable from this cornucopia of choice: the illusion 

that there is such a variety of choices, the cost this atomisation of choice has on more significant 

choices, and the social effects of these first two issues. It is these three aspects of choice under 

capitalism that shall form the basis of my critique.  

Monopolisation 
That the past few decades have seen a great trend towards monopolisation in the West is practically 

undeniable.6 Indeed, in a large part due to this monopolisation phenomenon, Yanis Varoufakis has 

 
1 Nikita Khrushchev, “Text of the Address Made by Khrushchev at Civic Dinner in San Francisco.” The New York 
Times, September 22, 1959. 
2 Erwin D. Canham, “The Farmer in the Space Age,” address before the Kansas City, Missouri, Chamber of 

Commerce, Oct. 7, 1959, Series I, Box 21, Chamber of Commerce of the United States Records, Hagley 
Museum and Library Archives. 
3 Shane Hamilton, Supermarket USA, Food and Power in the Cold War Farms Race (Yale University Press, 2018). 
4 Sara Benwell, “MEAL DEAL STEAL Tesco wins best value supermarket meal deal – here’s how to get the most 

for your money”, The S*n, 19th March 2019, https://www.thesun.co.uk/money/8585413/tesco-wins-best-
supermarket-meal-deal-get-most-for-your-
money/#:~:text=A%20spokesperson%20Tesco%20said%3A%20%22It's,than%2013%20million%20different%20
combinations.  
5 S. S. Iyengar & M. R. Lepper, “When Choice is Demotivating. Journal of Personality and Social Psychology”, 

79:6 (2000): 995-1006. 
6 S. Corfe & N. Gicheva (2017), “Concentration not competition: the state of UK consumer markets”, The Social 

Market Foundation. 

https://www.thesun.co.uk/money/8585413/tesco-wins-best-supermarket-meal-deal-get-most-for-your-money/#:~:text=A%20spokesperson%20Tesco%20said%3A%20%22It's,than%2013%20million%20different%20combinations
https://www.thesun.co.uk/money/8585413/tesco-wins-best-supermarket-meal-deal-get-most-for-your-money/#:~:text=A%20spokesperson%20Tesco%20said%3A%20%22It's,than%2013%20million%20different%20combinations
https://www.thesun.co.uk/money/8585413/tesco-wins-best-supermarket-meal-deal-get-most-for-your-money/#:~:text=A%20spokesperson%20Tesco%20said%3A%20%22It's,than%2013%20million%20different%20combinations
https://www.thesun.co.uk/money/8585413/tesco-wins-best-supermarket-meal-deal-get-most-for-your-money/#:~:text=A%20spokesperson%20Tesco%20said%3A%20%22It's,than%2013%20million%20different%20combinations
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argued that capitalism has evolved out of itself and into what he calls techno-feudalism.7 Certain 

companies and their monopolised power are so vast that they cease to be companies within a market 

and instead become platforms with a market of their own. Not only do companies like Facebook or 

Amazon control a digital space so extensively that they essentially become the market itself, but they, 

in controlling that digital space, control your perceptions of the market too.8 Such “digital fiefdoms”, 

as Varoufakis calls them, are no longer for him part of capitalism, but instead a development from 

capitalism into techno-feudalism.  

The issue with the idea that capitalism has evolved into techno-feudalism is that it does not give 

capitalism enough credit for its innovative potential and discards the possibility of monopolisation 

that has always existed in capitalist societies. It is an oft-cited criticism of Marx that his prediction at 

the end of Volume I of Das Kapital, that the rich would get richer, and the poor would get poorer, 

simply isn’t true. Such a criticism forgets the rigorous conditions within which Marx made that 

prediction: It was not an absolute law of capitalism, but a conditional one.  

The immiseration thesis, as this prediction is known, works off the basis that as capital accumulates in 

the hands of the few, their capacity to accumulate more capital grows exponentially. The phrase “the 

first million is the hardest” is, in essence, a description of this phenomenon: acquiring wealth is 

exponentially easier the more you have to start with. Critics of this thesis do have a point, however, 

especially if they consider the improvements in quality of life that were made during the Keynesian 

consensus of post-war governments where state planning was a main feature. MacMillan, in 1957, 

was not unjustified in his claim that “most of our people have never had it so good.”9 Between 1953 

and 1958, average manual workers’ wages rose by 4% above inflation10 and, in terms of the share of 

total national income, the rich were getting poorer, and the poor were getting richer.11 Capitalist 

societies have had periods where the tendency is towards equalisation, not immiseration.  

The important distinction, however, is in the fact that these were Keynesian governments. A Keynesian 

capitalism, where the state regularly interferes with market forces to help stimulate growth and 

demand, is not the capitalism Marx discusses in Volume I. Instead, Marx assumes what, in simple 

terms, might be called a fair-play capitalism, where everything trades at its value, there is no 

over/under-production or problems with effective demand that would require state, that is, 

Keynesian, involvement. As such, though there are criticisms to be made of an immiseration thesis, 

the thesis that can be criticised with economic data from the 1950s is not Marx’s immiseration thesis.  

One of the aspects of this fair-play capitalism, so Marx contends in chapter twenty-five, is 

concentration and centralisation. These are, essentially, two types of monopolisation. Capitalists get 

profit, the profit accumulates, and concentration and/or centralisation occur as a result of the ways 

 
7 Yanis Varoufakis, “Explaining to friend & comrade Slavoj Zizek that which why I didn’t get a chance to tell my 

father: why I think capitalism has evolved into technofeudalism”, 6th November 2021. 
https://www.yanisvaroufakis.eu/2021/11/06/explaining-to-friend-comrade-slavoj-zizek-that-which-why-i-
didnt-get-a-chance-to-tell-my-father-why-i-think-capitalism-has-evolved-into-technofeudalism/ 
8 Ibid.   
9 “1957: Britons ‘have never had it so good’”, BBC: On this day, accessed 29th March 2022 at 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/onthisday/hi/dates/stories/july/20/newsid_3728000/3728225.stm  
10 “Manual Workers (Average Weekly Earnings), Hansard, 21

st
 March 1963. https://api.parliament.uk/historic-

hansard/written-answers/1963/mar/21/manual-workers-average-weekly-earnings  
11 Lansley and Mack, “A more unequal country?”, Poverty and Social Exclusion, 2010, accessed 29th March 

2022 at https://www.poverty.ac.uk/editorial/more-unequal-country  

http://null/
https://www.yanisvaroufakis.eu/2021/11/06/explaining-to-friend-comrade-slavoj-zizek-that-which-why-i-didnt-get-a-chance-to-tell-my-father-why-i-think-capitalism-has-evolved-into-technofeudalism/
https://www.yanisvaroufakis.eu/2021/11/06/explaining-to-friend-comrade-slavoj-zizek-that-which-why-i-didnt-get-a-chance-to-tell-my-father-why-i-think-capitalism-has-evolved-into-technofeudalism/
http://news.bbc.co.uk/onthisday/hi/dates/stories/july/20/newsid_3728000/3728225.stm
https://api.parliament.uk/historic-hansard/written-answers/1963/mar/21/manual-workers-average-weekly-earnings
https://api.parliament.uk/historic-hansard/written-answers/1963/mar/21/manual-workers-average-weekly-earnings
https://www.poverty.ac.uk/editorial/more-unequal-country
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in which they use those profits. Concentration is when a capitalist tends towards monopoly through 

the fact that, by getting more profit, she can reinvest and purchase more production power. She thus 

produces more, gets more profit, and the cycle continues again and again, each time compounding, 

out-producing other capitalists, pushing them out of the market. Centralisation, on the other hand, 

can involve buy-outs, mergers, the destruction of competitors, and other such phenomena. 

Concentration and centralisation are technically bound by Marx to his imaginary fair-play capitalism 

of Volume I, but it does not take a great deal of effort to notice the extent to which Marx’s account of 

monopolisation has taken hold in our real-world capitalism. In A companion to Marx’s Capital, Harvey 

points out that:  

 

The neoliberal turn that set in during the 1970s [led to] a massive expansion of the proletariat 

worldwide… The predictable result of this influx has been that the working classes in the core 

traditional centres of capital accumulation have not improved their lot. Astonishing increases 

in wealth have flowed to the top 1 percent (and even more, proportionately, to the top 0.1 

percent) of the population. The pursuit of the neoliberal project has led us back into a world 

in which the Volume I analysis is more and more relevant.12 

 

Amazon was founded in 1994 and opened as an online bookseller in July 1995. Fast forward thirty 

years and Amazon not only sells virtually everything as an online retailer, but also owns Whole Foods, 

IMDb, Goodreads, and Twitch, while Bezos owns The Washington Post, Blue Origins, and his venture 

capital investments range from Workday to Business Insider, to rethink robotics. The Economic Policy 

Institute in 2015 conducted a study that concluded CEO pay has grown ninety times faster than typical 

worker pay since 1978.13 Marx’s prediction of wealth polarisation is fulfilled when his original 

conditions are met. 

Varoufakis is correct in pointing out the significant change that has occurred with recent increases in 

monopolisation, but he is wrong to refer to this as capitalism evolving out of itself. Monopolisation 

has always been a feature of capitalism, particularly that capitalism which Marx analyses in Volume I. 

What this has to say about choice is obvious: the more monopolised a market becomes, the less choice 

consumers have, even if the illusion of choice exists. Figure 1 is a now (in)famous illustration of the 

way in which global capitalism has crafted that illusion.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
12 David Harvey, A companion to Marx’s Capital, Complete edition, Verso, 2018 
13 Mishel and Davis, “CEO pay has grown 90 times faster than typical worker pay since 1978”, Economic Policy 

Institute, 2015 
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What appears on our supermarket shelves to be a plethora of different brands and choices is the same 

few companies controlling our consumer habits. The options consumers have to diverge from these 

brands are relatively few. Unless you live in a countryside idyll that still has an independent butcher’s, 

baker’s, and greengrocer’s (though, where they get their produce from may be similarly monopolised), 

you have little option but to buy the produce of one of these super-corporations. Our choices are thus 

consistently atomised: I have a variety of brands to choose from if I want marginally different flavours 

of fizzy orange drink, but I cannot, in amongst all of those, pick one that is ethically produced. The 

latter choice would be held by most to be the more important of the two, but it is those kinds of 

choices that are repeatedly denied to consumers. 

 

The cost of atomised choice 
It is in light of these economic considerations that Sally Rooney’s novels become all the more potent. 

Only when her works are understood in the context of Marxist critiques of choice under capitalism 

does the thrust of her social commentary flourish. The existential angst that plagues many of her 

characters ceases to be typical teenage or young adult worrying and instead becomes symptomatic of 

a growing discontent among younger demographics with the fundamental aspects of their societies.  

In Beautiful World, Where Are You, Alice, a writer, writes an email to her friend, Eileen, about her 

experience in a local shop. She laments the state of global capitalism, and the consumer habits it 

produces: 

“All the various brands of soft drinks in plastic bottles and all the pre-packaged lunch deals 

and confectionery in sealed bags and store-baked pastries – this is it, the culmination of all 

the labour in the world, all the burning of fossil fuels and all the back-breaking work on coffee 

farms and sugar plantations. All for this! This convenience shop! I felt dizzy thinking about it. 

I mean I really felt ill.”14  

There is a clear and apparent disconnect between the atomised choices Alice can make within that 

store (the various “pre-packaged lunch deals”) and the larger choices that have a much more 

significant moral impact on her life. Alice cannot individually choose a different economic system, and 

 
14 Sally Rooney, Beautiful World, Where Are You (London: Faber & Faber, 2021), 17  

Figure 1 – An infographic made by 

Oxfam in 2014 
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if she finds the one that uses “all the labour in the world” to give her “store-baked pastries” sickening, 

there is not much she can do about it. Given the monopolised extent of the global economy, even 

democratic choices become constricted by the “too big to fail” corporations; Amazon is far more 

important than any one political party. All of this culminates in a sense of queasy resignation from 

Alice. 

Rooney touches on a disillusionment prevalent among the younger generations that critics have often 

picked up on in a negative light. Cody Delistrati argues that "The politics of Rooney’s worlds define her 

characters’ personalities and interactions, but those characters also seem fully resigned to them. 

There is no interest in revolt, no interest in change."15 However, millennial resignation to a capitalist 

fate is not, as critics quite readily suggest, precedent to their disillusionment with the world, but rather 

a result of it. The “impotence and hypocrisy”16 that Becca Rothfield sees as characteristic of the young 

people in Rooney’s novel should not be seen as a “watered-down Marxism” of the privileged few, but 

an unfortunate inescapable trait of living under global capitalism. As Anne Enright comically points out 

in a review for The Guardian of Beautiful World, “Jane Austen’s heroines were not troubled by 

apocalypse; perhaps this is why they did not pause, in love, to abhor the slave trade.”17  

The hegemonic nature of global capitalism, and the smaller monopolies within it, are morally 

perturbing for Rooney’s characters, but their sense that their ability to choose has been negated is 

not because of ambivalence or an inactive tendency.      The passivity that Rooney’s characters 

occasionally exhibit is, in fact, a direct result of the negation of choice that global capitalism has 

created. Alice cannot even go to a convenience store without unwillingly partaking in a system that 

forces billions of people to work under exploitative conditions that are rife with suffering in the 

absence of regulation. But, even more painfully, this lack of choice is not merely a result of capitalism 

on a large conceptual scale, but the smaller monopolies within it: if I want an ethically produced fizzy 

drink, tough, Coca-Cola and Pepsico control those markets and their ethical records are less than ideal. 

Supermarket own-brand alternatives may offer a way out, but even if I purchase Tesco’s own cola, 

which may be ethically produced, I know that just across the aisle they are still using toxic chemicals 

in their clothing, and as a company have subsidiaries in Guernsey and Jersey, likely for tax avoidance 

reasons.18  

Atomised choices exist in abundance under global capitalism (though even these are to an illusory 

given the deceptive nature of branding and monopolising companies) but the atomisation of these 

choices is always within a context of consumer compulsion. We consumers cannot escape the 

monopolised economy and superstructure dictated to us/that we live in. An oft-repeated argument 

in campaigns for sympathetic treatment of migrants and refugees is that we have no choice in where 

we are born, it is an accident of geography. It is perhaps equally an accident of society that we are 

born into global capitalism. If we find the ethical standards of this society and the international 

corporations within it to be troublesome to us, we have very little choice but to partake in it. Darling’s 

remark that “Rooney portray[s] capitalism as a vampiric system that… forces individuals into moral 

 
15 Cody Delistraty, “Sally Rooney’s Politics of Millenial Resignation”, Vulture Magazine, April 11th, 2019 
16 Becca Rothfield, “Normal Novels”, The Point Magazine, Issue 21, January 28th, 2020 
17 Anne Enright, “Beautiful World, Where Are You by Sally Rooney review – the problem of success”, The 

Guardian, 2nd September 2021  
18Tesco ethical consumer report, Ethical Consumer, accessed 29th March 2022 at  

https://www.ethicalconsumer.org/company-profile/tesco-plc  

https://www.ethicalconsumer.org/company-profile/tesco-plc
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hypocrisy in order to survive”19 seems thoroughly appropriate. While it is true that ethical 

consumerism is spreading as a movement, and voters are increasingly demanding greater action from 

their political representatives, none of this changes the fact that under the current system of global 

capitalism, the amount of choice available to us, though seemingly diverse on our supermarket 

shelves, is illusory and atomised.  

It is, however, not merely in economic monopolisation that this lack of choice presents itself. Economic 

characteristics of global capitalism trickle down to influence the social characteristics of our societies. 

It is this social aspect of capitalism’s illusion of choice that Rooney presents so dynamically in her 

works. 

Restriction of social choice and the economisation of perception 
Rooney’s portrayal of the capitalist infection of social choices has been present since her first novel, 

Conversations with Friends. Indeed, it is now a regular feature, something we come to expect of her 

work. If there is any fundamental structure that is equivalent across Rooney’s novels it is the 

underlying class conflict between protagonists that stems from the trickle-down of economic aspects 

of our society into the social aspects. If “much of the interpersonal conflict in [Rooney’s] novels arises 

from putting the two groups in the same room - often the same bed”,20 it is only because the social 

and the economic are necessarily conflated under capitalism. Frances and Bobbi (as well as Frances 

and Nick) in Conversations with Friends, Connell and Marianne in Normal People, and Alice and Eileen 

(as well as Alice and Felix) in Beautiful World, Where Are You all highlight through their relationships 

how social choice is, similarly to economic choice, an illusion under capital. 

Of the three, the most obvious portrayal of this infection is in the first-person narration of 

Conversations with Friends. Throughout the novel, subtle observations of financial differences 

pervade observations: “I thought: this is a whole house. A family could live here… I remember seeing 

a dark wooden bowl filled with ripe fruit, and noticing the glass conservatory. Rich people, I 

thought.”21; “Nick wore nice clothes when he visited the apartment, like he always did, clothes I 

expected were expensive.”22 Frances’ perceptions of her quotidian interactions have been permeated 

by the economic classifications of the society in which she lives. Her financial status is forever present 

in her subconscious, subtly but noticeably influencing even the mildest of exchanges with other 

characters and their property. Social choices are, whether she likes it or not, occurring under global 

capitalism. Frances, though she “never wanted to earn money for doing anything”23 has no choice but 

to live a life where even mundane observations have an economic element to them. 

Though this link between the economic and social diminution of choice under capitalism might seem 

tenuous, Rooney herself has highlighted it as a key component of her work. In an interview for 

Tangerine, Rooney remarks: “the essential definitional fact about millennials is that they are in an 

economically precarious position that older generations have forcibly placed them into.” For the 

author as for her narrator, the underpinning dynamic of human interaction in a post-2008 world is the 

 
19 Orlaith Darling, "It Was Our Great Generational Decision": Capitalism, the Internet and Depersonalization in 

Some Millennial Irish Women's Writing." Critique - Bolingbroke Society 62, no. 5 (2021): 539. 
20 Sohale Andrus Mortazavi, "Sally Rooney's Creative Class Conflict." In These times 45, no. 11 (2021). p. 34 
21 Sally Rooney, Conversations with Friends (London: Faber & Faber, 2017), 4 
22 Ibid. 197 
23 Ibid. 23 
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economic position of the parties involved. Rooney continues “I don’t really give a shit about whether 

people take selfies or not. That’s a non-essential characteristic. Some people do it and some people 

don’t, whereas the essential characteristic is the economic one.”24  

Such use of the word “essential” may seem jarring or overstated – economic aspects of our social lives 

can play a role without being essential, for example – but it is important to consider the wider context 

within which human interaction takes place. Increasing disparities between the rich and poor, and 

greater monopolisation of markets are the tangible results of global capitalism’s dominance in the 

past few decades, but there are also more elusive, abstract effects that this dominance has seen. Most 

notably, this dominance has led to a shift in social ideology within societies, something Rooney 

remarks on in the same interview: “Free market ideology has replaced Catholic ideology. We see that 

as liberating because we have things like the contraceptive pill now, which is good, but what has 

replaced the values we had on community, family, and things like that?”25 Though the dynamics of 

Catholic ideology and its replacement are more particular to Ireland, we can trace a similar path with 

our own history and Thatcher’s abandonment of the Keynesian consensus that characterised the post-

war period.  

Class-based consequences of this shift in social ideology towards a neoliberal perspective are explored 

in Normal People. At the very beginning of the novel, Rooney foreshadows the essential dynamic that 

is to define their relationship. Unsurprisingly, it is one of social standing as dictated by economic 

considerations, that is, one of class: “People know that Marianne lives in the white mansion with the 

driveway and that Connell’s mother is a cleaner, but no one knows of the special relationship between 

these facts.”26 Throughout the novel, the dynamic between Connell and Marianne changes on many 

levels but is always underpinned by this initial relationship they bear to each other. Their entire 

relationship, not merely their time at school, is one of permanent dependence on external dynamics: 

“If [Marianne] was different with Connell, the difference was not happening inside herself, in her 

personhood, but in between them, in the dynamic.”27 These early snippets of the narrative highlight 

the lack of choice that the two teenagers have in their relationship. Considerations of class and wider 

societal position have an unavoidable effect on the way in which the two interact, as rather 

transparently symbolised by the fact that, in the early stages of their relationship, they only really ever 

talk when Connell’s mum is cleaning Marianne’s house. Regardless of their own desires, their 

relationship is forged in a capitalist environment and so capitalist considerations have an effect. 

Connell and Marianne have no choice.  

For so long as their relationship occurs in the more innocent, financially neutral environment of school, 

these dynamics are muted. Connell’s popularity in school reflects the fact that his lower-class 

background is unimportant in the naïve company of his classmates; his sporting prowess confers a 

status that renders his low-income background irrelevant. Similarly, Marianne’s wealth, though a 

cause of curiosity (“would you ever go in there yourself? Rob said. Into the mansion… What’s it like 

inside?”28), does not translate into social status: “some people thought she was the ugliest girl in 

 
24 Michael Nolan, “An Interview with Sally Rooney”, Tangerine Magazine accessed 29th March 2022 at 

https://thetangerinemagazine.com/print/interview-sally-rooney  
25 Ibid.  
26 Sally Rooney, Normal People (London: Faber & Faber, 2018), 2 
27 Ibid. 14 
28 Ibid. 23 

https://thetangerinemagazine.com/print/interview-sally-rooney
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school. What kind of person would want to do this with her?”29 The greater examination of one’s social 

and financial standing that university education requires subverts the couple’s original, school 

playground dynamic. Marianne matures from an ugly duckling of awkward bookishness into a “social 

swan.”30 Not only does she have an easier time finding a place to live than Connell, but she also has 

an easier time functioning within the establishment. Marianne has already acquired useful soft-skills 

and social nous thanks to her higher-class upbringing. Connell forgets about football at Trinity, and so 

the sport which provided a kind of social organisation has now been replaced by a different, adult 

form: class. Rooney cuts through social frills to uncover the almost alarming lack of choice that Connell 

and Marianne have, not only surrounding their own positions in the social economy of university as 

individuals but surrounding their position there as a couple. Their standing among friends and 

classmates is determined by external factors, and their roles among peers and within their own 

relationship, far from corresponding to their personalities, are dictated by economic dynamics out of 

their control. Choice in their relationship is something they struggle to find. 

Imposed alienation 
Marianne’s evolution into a social butterfly at university was aided by her class background; the rituals 

of the establishment, which for Marianne were learnt through osmosis, were for Connell forces of 

alienation, constant reminders that he is detached from his peers and, in many ways, from himself.  

Alienation, in the philosophical literature, has had a great deal written about it and can take various 

forms. There is substantial debate about the specifics of Marxist alienation, but in its fundamental 

form, capitalist societies produce an alienation of four types: alienation from the self; from others; 

from nature; and from labour. In her most recent work, Beautiful World, Where Are You, Rooney 

cogently tackles the complex lattice that is one’s relationship with the things from which they are 

alienated, specifically alienation from others and from one’s labour. In so doing, she explores a further 

aspect of the lack of choice that we have under capitalism: most people, if given the option, would 

not choose to feel alienated, and yet this feeling is one with which many people in today’s society 

(particularly young people) are familiar.  

On the surface, Alice, a millionaire novelist, ought to be one of Rooney’s freest, least restricted 

characters. And yet, throughout the novel, there is a growing sense that detachment is one of the 

primary feelings Alice experiences. Nowhere is this more present than in her relationship with her 

work, something which she (rightly) feels has been co-opted by the economic diktats of consumerism 

and has thrust her into a social position that she did not choose to be in. She originally wrote because 

she “just wanted to make enough money to finish the next [book]” but now has “to tolerate these 

things – having articles written about [her], and seeing [her] photograph on the internet, and reading 

comments about [her]self.”31 This frustration about the lack of control, and the lack of choice she has 

surrounding her own work is intimately tied to her sense of self, and a simultaneous lack of control 

over that too: “I keep encountering this person, who is myself, and I hate her with all my energy.”32 

Alice, through the now-routine consumerist rhythms that she must dance along too, has become 

alienated from her work and from herself. Undoubtedly Rooney’s most privileged character is also, 

 
29 Ibid. 24 
30 Kate Clanchy, “Normal People by Sally Rooney review – a future classic”, The Guardian, 1st September 2018  
31 Rooney, Beautiful World, Where Are You, 54 
32 Ibid. 55 
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ironically, one of the most alienated. Even someone who has, by most metrics, succeeded in the 

capitalist game, cannot escape the restrictions of choice that are inherent within the system.  

Alienation from others is tackled through Rooney’s use of form. In Beautiful World, Where Are You, 

the alienating implications of online communication are routinely excavated. Miscommunications and 

overthinking are well-known characteristics of emails and instant messages, but Rooney’s attention 

to detail when using them provides great insight into just how impactful their effects can be. 

The extent to which Alice and Eileen fail to meet up with each other in real life despite their relative 

proximity is almost farcical. Fourteen of the novel’s thirty chapters are emails alone and the tone of 

conversation in these emails is often enough to make the reader’s body tense, bracing for impact: “I 

don’t want to be intrusive, but I thought you were supposed to be taking a break for a while?... I’m 

not trying to make you feel that your horrible life is in fact a privilege, although by any reasonable 

definition it very literally is.”33 “But presumably you’re flying from Dublin airport for all these trips? 

Could you not have let any of your friends know you were going to be in town?”34 “Surely you 

understand that this is my job?... You have never been off work sick for more than four days at a time… 

And yes, I did fly out of Dublin.”35 For a novel that is, on the surface, a story about two best friends, it 

is almost alarming to consider the fractious impact that online communication creates. Though, of 

course, there is also a class consideration to be had here - Alice lives a ridiculously different lifestyle 

to Eileen) - the lack of face-to-face communication and the inadequacy of words alone to convey the 

full meaning of their messages leads to a growing and increasingly hostile divide between the two 

friends as the novel continues.  

Fractiousness, for Rooney, is a necessary element of online communication, as embodied beautifully 

in the metaphorical implications of the following passage from Conversations with Friends: “I held my 

phone in one hand and zoomed in on Bobbi’s face with the other. It was a high-quality image but I 

zoomed until I could see the pixellation.”36 Frances’ action here is analogous to the fragmentation of 

relationships that occurs under capitalism. So much is readily available to us about people we know, 

be it through their social media accounts or stories instantly relayed to us about them by mutual 

friends, that their lives seem more like composite parts rather than an entire whole. They are 

pixelated. Frances experiences this with self-perception too: “Eventually the features of my face 

seemed to come apart from one another or at least lose their ordinary relationships to each other.”37 

As Darling points out, “Rooney suggests that all communication and, thus, a large part of Bobbi and 

Frances’s friendship is cannibalized by capitalism.”38 This cannibalism is made even worse by the fact 

that the characters have so little control over it: Frances cannot choose to be subliminally influenced 

by the technological methods of communication that surround her, it just happens. Thus, alienation 

is an unchosen phenomenon that unites Rooney’s characters, never chosen, but something that 

happens to them. Perhaps this explains the passivity, the inability to revolt, in her characters that 

critics so often pass off as a laziness. It is not a laziness; it is a result of having no other choice. 

 
33 Ibid. 73 
34 Ibid. 207 
35 Ibid. 229 
36 Rooney, Conversations with Friends, 9 
37 Ibid. 36 
38 Darling, op. cit., 546 
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Conclusion 
Rooney, a self-professed Marxist, uses her works to provide insight into the inherent difficulties 

capitalism has with choice. Though regularly heralded as a uniquely capitalist trait, and something of 

which we have an abundance, the realities as highlighted through a Marxist critique and Rooney’s 

literary work, is far more complex. 

A Marxist analysis of economic monopolisation under neoliberalism, and Rooney’s embodiment in her 

characters of the social consequences of such an event, present choice as an illusory concept under 

capitalism. The increasing atomisation of choice diminishes the possibility for people to make wider, 

more impactful choices, and even though these small decisions have the appearance of variety, they 

are in fact increasingly monopolised. While this has economic consequences, the ramifications of this 

diminution of choice are felt socially too, as exhibited by Rooney’s characters. Class relationships 

regularly (and unwillingly) infect friendships and love affairs, and wider social choices that characters 

may want to make are regularly influenced or acted upon by capitalist dynamics. Alice cannot choose 

how her work is consumed in her society, Eileen cannot choose to communicate with Alice in a less 

technologically affected medium; Frances cannot choose but to perceive the things around her with a 

permanent economic lens, even with her closest companions Bobbi and Nick; Marianne and Connell 

have a relationship that is often out of their control, affected by class dynamics that capitalism forces 

them to live under. Unsurprisingly, all of this results in alienation, a further imposition of the neoliberal 

capitalist system which so ironically prides itself on “consumer variety.” 
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